
Chicago, IL. June 10, 2019– Inscape has announced the introduction of Nuform Shapes– a 
modern cabinetry system that features a durable surface alternative to laminate in a unique 
assortment of colours and textures. Designed exclusively for Inscape and featured at NeoCon
2019, Nuform’s seamless edges both diminish the accumulation of potential contaminants and 
create an aesthetically-pleasing design for any environment. 

Nuform Shapes integrates contemporary practicality with a modern style that evokes a natural, 
yet futuristic aesthetic. Clean lines and subtle curves allow the structure to effortlessly settle into 
its environment, yet the geometric accents and bold finishes create a visual focal point that 
draws personality into the space. Each finish elicits a charm of its own, allowing the user to fully 
control and customize the identity of any room. 

“We wanted to create a refreshing alternative to the traditional rectangular or square cabinets,” 
says David Gerson, Chief Brand Officer at Inscape. “The Nuform Shapes come in a wide-
selection of beautiful forms, colors, textures and patterns and are far superior to traditional 
laminates in terms of performance on scratch resistance and resilience to sunlight over time. 
The best part is they are made of up 85% recycled content by weight.”

“Nuform Shapes is the ultimate furniture solution for a space that seeks to define itself outside of 
the contemporary mold yet maintain superior usability features,” says Gerson. “The unique 
finishes like marble, concrete and woodgrain, amongst many others, are designed to enhance 
the ambience of a space: the woodgrain finish brings the warmth of the outdoors into a room, 
concrete plays on industrial chic aesthetic and marble maintains classic elegance.” 

Nuform Shapes meets the most rigorous of environmental standards; it is LEVEL®3, SCS Indoor 
Advantage Gold Certified and FSC®-certified. It can also be integrated with other Inscape 
products, like the panel system, benching system, tables and other storage systems, to create a 
unified work environment. 

With unique manufacturing capabilities, Inscape is able to completely customize Nuform Shapes 
to create a wide variety of worksurface shapes and sizes to suit any distinctive environment.
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INSCAPE LAUNCHES NUFORM SHAPES AT NEOCON 2019
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About Inscape
Since 1888, Inscape has been designing products and services that are focused on the future, 
so businesses can adapt and evolve without investing in their workspaces all over again. Our 
versatile portfolio includes systems furniture, storage, and walls – all of which are adaptable and 
built to last. Inscape’s wide dealer network, showrooms in the United States and Canada, along 
with full service and support for all of our clients, enables us to stand out from the crowd. We 
make it simple. We make it smart. We make our clients wonder why they didn’t choose us 
sooner.
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